The people of ALDI: Brittany
We can tell you a bunch about why ALDI is such a great place to work… but best you hear it straight
from the source! Brittany has been a Store Assistant at our Croydon Central store since June 2020 and
has loved every minute!
Tell us about your role and experience with ALDI.

I’ve been a Store Assistant with ALDI for over a year now. It certainly keeps me busy – running stock,
working the registers, cleaning the store, tidying displays and building out specials.
When I joined, I was a stay-at-home mum and would shop regularly at my local ALDI. The staff were
always so happy and cheerful, which made me think it seemed like a great place to work. And I wasn’t
wrong!
What does a normal day look like for you?

I’m on my feet all day! First thing each morning is always stock running to make sure the shelves are
nice and full, as well as taking out all the frozen bakery items we’ll need for the day.
Then it’s a mix of jobs, depending on what needs doing. I’ll do a bit of till work, lots of tidying shelves
across the store and condensing the specials as they are sold. I really enjoy building displays and
condensing the specials, they’re usually the first thing customers see so it’s important they always
look great.
There’s also plenty of customer interactions throughout the day. I have a pretty good knowledge of
what we have and don’t have and where everything is located, so being able to help find a customer
exactly what their looking for is always a great feeling.
What do you love most about working at ALDI?

Besides just really enjoying my job, I love the flexibility I get with my shifts. If I want more hours, I have
the option to pick up shifts and if I need to be home with my son, I have that option too. It’s really the
perfect job for my lifestyle and my family.
What’s one amazing thing about the ALDI culture that you like to tell people on their first day
on the job?

We are one big family! The team atmosphere is great and everyone is always willing to help each
other.

Often you are working on a job and end up being called on till. If you ask someone else to help out
and finish the job, you know it’s never going to be a hassle. We all get along and work very well as a
team, which ultimately makes for a good day at work.
What do you like to do outside of work?

I enjoy everything about the great outdoors. Whether its hiking, camping or fishing, I just love
anything that gets me out in fresh air. I’m always willing to give any kind of adventure or hobby a go!
Do you think you have what it takes to be a Retail Assistant at ALDI? Learn more here.

